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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a metal cap which seals the mouth of a bottle for drinking or the like, and a bottle with the cap which is furnished therewith.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Conventionally, with respect to caps which adhere to the mouth sections of metal bottles made of steel, aluminum alloy or the like, it is known that vent holes (also called knurl slits or vent slits) are formed in the vicinity of the upper end of the cap for purposes of releasing internal pressure and discharging gas from within the bottle body to the exterior when the cap is opened by rotational manipulation. For example, Patent Document 1 describes a cap including: a cap body in which multiple protrusions project from the inner surface of a skirt wall in the vicinity of a ceiling wall; and a liner which engages with the aforementioned protrusions at multiple sites at the rim, and which is arranged on the inner side of the ceiling wall in a non-adjoined state; wherein the aforementioned protrusions are formed by cutting incisions at the periphery of the cap body, and by pressing and bending the cut sections toward the inner side of the cap. With this cap, the incisions forming the aforementioned protrusions function as vent holes.

[0003] Patent Document 2, which discloses the features of the preamble of claim 1, describes a cap that is screwed onto a mouth section of a bottle, including: a cap body which is provided with a top plate section, and a peripheral wall section that substantially hangs down from the rim of the pertinent top plate section; and a liner which is arranged so as to cover the inner surface of the top plate section on the inner side of the pertinent cap body; wherein liner supports which successively extend inward in the radial direction of the cap body from the rim of the top plate section are multiply formed at intervals in the circumferential direction at the top of the peripheral wall section, and the liner is arranged at the upper end of the pertinent liner supports in the axial direction. With this cap, slits are formed as vent holes at the bottom end of the recesses of knurls that are multiply formed in the circumferential direction of the peripheral wall section, and the recesses serve as the liner supports. In addition, with this cap, the slits and liner supports that constitute the vent holes are formed after prearrangement of the liner on the inner surface of the top plate section.

[0004] Thus, with the aforementioned conventional caps, the protruding portions of slits formed as vent holes are pressed inward to serve as protrusions or liner supports, and these serve as hooks which prevent displacement by engaging with the liner.

PRIOR ART REFERENCES

PATENT DOCUMENTS

Patent Document 2: Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 2005-280764 (Figure 1)

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0006] The following problems remain with the aforementioned prior art. That is, when the liner that closely adheres to the bottle mouth is not fully peeled off from the bottle mouth at the time of unsealing, and when the still-closely-adhering liner is pulled downward relative to the cap, as in the technology of the aforementioned Patent Document 1, in the case where the liner engages with the underlying protrusions of the vent holes, there is a risk that the outer rim of the liner may be caught at the distal ends of the underlying protrusions that are the breaking portions, bending the entire liner, and causing the liner to fall off by separating from the outer rim of the liner that is not caught. Even in the case where it does not fall off, the periphery of the liner may rub against the edges of the underlying protrusions of the vent holes so that a smooth sensation is not obtained when unsealing is performed, and there may be cases where the liner is somewhat pared off. Furthermore, with the technology of the aforementioned Patent Document 2, when it is undertaken to insert the liner after forming the slits and recesses constituting the vent holes, there is a risk that the liner may catch on the distal ends of the upper protrusions of the slits that are the breaking portions so that it cannot be smoothly inserted, and also that the liner may be damaged due to friction. Consequently, it is necessary to form the slits and recesses that constitute the vent holes after arranging the liner in advance on the inner surface of the top plate, which is troublesome.
MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

[0008] In order to solve the aforementioned problems, the present invention adopts the following configuration. That is, the metal cap of the present invention includes a top plate section which is disposed above, and a cylindrical section which substantially hangs down from a rim of the pertinent top plate section, and seals a mouth of a bottle after a liner has been inserted onto the inner surface of the aforementioned top plate in a non-adhering state; wherein the aforementioned cylindrical section has vent holes in the vicinity of the aforementioned top plate section which are formed with a slit-like opening in the circumferential direction, and which release internal pressure during unsealing, and upper protrusions and lower protrusions formed by bending an upper opening end and a lower opening end of the pertinent vent hole inward in the radial direction of the aforementioned cylindrical section; wherein the distal end of the aforementioned upper protrusion is positioned further inward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the liner when the liner is inserted, and is also positioned at the same position in the radial direction as the distal end of the aforementioned lower protrusion, or further outward in the radial direction than the aforementioned distal end.

[0009] With this metal cap, as the distal end of the upper protrusion of the vent hole is positioned further inward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the liner when the liner is inserted, and is positioned at the same position in the radial direction as the distal end of the aforementioned lower protrusion or further outward in the radial direction than the pertent distal end when the liner is inserted, it is possible to prevent the liner from catching on the distal end that is the breaking portion, and falling off due to bending. In addition, as the distal end of the upper protrusion of the vent hole is positioned further outward in the radial direction than the lower protrusion, the lower protrusion serves as a guide during insertion of the liner, and restrains the liner from catching on the distal end of the upper protrusion by blocking contact between the liner and the distal end of the upper protrusion.

[0010] In the metal cap of the present invention, the aforementioned liner is provided with a sliding layer disposed on the inner surface side of the aforementioned top plate section, and a sealing layer which is superimposed onto the aforementioned sliding layer by mold forming after the aforementioned insertion, and which is more flexible and has a smaller outer diameter than the aforementioned sliding layer, wherein the distal end of the aforementioned upper protrusion is positioned further inward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the aforementioned sliding layer of the aforementioned liner, and the distal end of the aforementioned lower protrusion is positioned further outward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the aforementioned sealing layer when the liner is inserted. That is, with this metal cap, as the distal end of the upper protrusion is positioned further inward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the sliding layer of the liner, and as the distal end of the lower protrusion is positioned further outward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the sealing layer when the liner is inserted, contact between the distal end of the upper protrusion of the vent hole and the sliding layer of the liner during insertion can be prevented by the lower protrusion, and the metal mold that is inserted inward during mold forming of the sealing layer after insertion can be center positioned by the lower protrusion.

[0011] In the metal cap of the present invention, the distal end of the aforementioned upper protrusion is also bent downward to orient the surface of the distal end downward. That is, with this metal cap, as the distal end of the upper protrusion is bent further downward to orient the distal end downward, the outer rim of the liner that surpasses the lower protrusion due to elasticity during insertion can be inhibited from contacting the distal end of the upper protrusion, further inhibiting the liner from catching thereon.

[0012] The bottle with cap of the present invention includes a bottle body, and a metal cap which covers the mouth of the pertinent bottle body, wherein the aforementioned metal cap is the aforementioned metal cap of the present invention. That is, with this bottle with cap, as the metal cap is the aforementioned metal cap of the present invention, it is possible to prevent the liner from falling off during unsealing, and obtain a smooth gripping sensation.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0013] According to the present invention, the following effects are obtained. That is, according to the metal cap of the present invention, as the distal end of the upper protrusion of the vent hole is positioned further inward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the liner, and is positioned at the same position in the radial direction as the distal end of the lower protrusion or further outward in the radial direction than the pertinent distal end when the liner is inserted, it is possible to prevent the liner from falling off during unsealing, and enable smooth unsealing and liner insertion. Accordingly, with the bottle with cap that adopts the metal cap of the present invention, it is possible to prevent the liner from falling
off during unsealing, and obtain a smooth gripping sensation.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] Fig. 1 is a side view which shows a metal cap in one embodiment of the metal cap and the bottle with metal cap of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the metal cap in a state of liner insertion, and an enlarged cross-sectional view of essential components in the present embodiment.

Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view of a severed cap portion, and an enlarged cross-sectional view of essential components which show the bottle with cap in the present embodiment.

Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view of a metal cap in a state of liner insertion, and an enlarged cross-sectional view of essential components in a comparative example of the metal cap and the bottle with metal cap in an embodiment which is not part of the present invention.

Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view of a severed cap portion, and an enlarged cross-sectional view of essential components which show a bottle with cap in a comparative example of the metal cap and the bottle with metal cap in an embodiment which is not part of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0015] An embodiment of the metal cap and the bottle with metal cap of the present invention is described below with reference to Fig. 1 to Fig. 3.

[0016] As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, a metal cap 1 of the present embodiment is, for example, a pilfer proof cap (hereinafter “PP cap”) which covers and seals a mouth section (mouth) of an aluminum or aluminum alloy (metal) bottle body with a bore diameter of 38 mm. This metal cap 1 is a cap in which aluminum or aluminum alloy material is molded into a cup shape, and is provided with a top plate section 2 disposed above, and a cylindrical section 3 which substantially hangs down from the rim of the pertinent top plate section 2.

[0017] This metal cap 1 seals the mouth of the bottle body after a liner 9 has been inserted onto the inner surface of the top plate section 2 in a non-adhering state. The aforementioned cylindrical section 3 has an upper cylinder section 5 and a lower cylinder section 6 divided above and below by interposition of a slit 4 formed intermittently in the circumferential direction, and is shaped so that the upper cylinder section 5 and the lower cylinder section 6 are connected by multiple bridges 4a formed between neighboring slits 4.

[0018] The aforementioned cylindrical section 3 has multiple knurl recesses 7 which are formed in alignment in the circumferential direction in the vicinity of the top plate section 2, knurl slits 8 which are vent holes that are formed with slit-like openings in the circumferential direction in the knurl recesses 7 and that release internal pressure during unsealing, and upper protrusions 8a and lower protrusions 8b which are formed by bending the upper opening end and lower opening end of the pertinent knurl slit 8 inward in the radial direction of the cylindrical section 3.

[0019] The aforementioned knurl recesses 7 increase the frictional resistance between the PP cap and the gripping finger during unsealing, thereby enabling easy unsealing without slippage of the hand.

[0020] The aforementioned knurl slit 8 is formed by cutting in the circumferential direction to a length identical to the width of the knurl recess 7 at the upper end of the knurl recess 7. This knurl slit 8 is a vent hole that serves to discharge gas within the bottle body to the exterior when the cap 1 (PP cap) attached to the bottle body is rotationally manipulated upward while breaking the bridges 4a.

[0021] The distal end of the upper protrusion 8a of the knurl slit 8 is positioned further inward of the radial direction than the outer rim of the liner 9 when the liner is inserted, and is positioned at the same position in the radial direction as the distal end of the lower protrusion 8b or further outward in the radial direction than the pertinent distal end. Furthermore, the distal end of the upper protrusion 8a is also bent downward to orient the surface of the distal end downward.

[0022] As shown in Fig. 2 (b), the upper protrusion 8a of the knurl slit 8 is bent at a prescribed angle θ (an angle relative to an imaginary line 3a parallel to the axis of the cylindrical section 3) toward the interior of the cylindrical section 3 with the point of origin at a bend at the top constituting a convexity on the other side. This angle θ is preferably set to within a range of 28-82°.

[0023] The liner 9 inserted into this metal cap 1 is provided with a sliding layer 9a disposed on the inner surface side of the top plate section 2, and a sealing layer 9b which is superimposed onto the sliding layer 9a either directly or with interposition of an intermediate layer such as a barrier layer by mold forming after insertion, and which is more flexible and has a smaller outer diameter than the sliding layer 9a. The aforementioned sliding layer 9a is configured from a hard discoid sheet formed with polypropylene or the like, and the aforementioned sealing layer 9b is formed with elastomer.
resin or the like in a laminar state by conducting mold forming on top of the hard sheet. Moreover, the distal end of the upper protrusion 8a of the knurl slit 8 is positioned further inward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the sliding layer 9a when the liner is inserted, and the distal end of the lower protrusion 8b is positioned further outward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the sealing layer 9b.

[0024] With respect to this liner 9, as shown in Fig. 2 (b), a metal mold M for mold forming is inserted into the metal cap 1 in a state where the sliding layer 9a with the hard sheet that has been inserted into the metal cap 1 is disposed in contact with the inner surface of the top plate section 2, and the sealing layer 9b is formed by conducting resin molding of elastomer resin or the like using the pertinent metal mold M. When this metal mold M for mold forming is inserted, the lower protrusion 8b of the knurl slit 8 plays the role of a guide of the metal mold M, conducting centering (positioning) of the metal mold M.

[0025] This sealing layer 9b is formed so that the peripheral portion that closely adheres to the mouth of the bottle is thicker than the central portion. The thickness of the liner 9 which contacts the upper protrusion 8a is preferably set to within a range of 0.1-2.0 mm. Moreover, the outer diameter of the liner 9 (the outer diameter of the sliding layer 9a) is determined according to the dimensions of the metal cap 1, and is set within the range of a diameter of 15-65 mm.

[0026] Next, the PP cap constituted by having the aforementioned metal cap 1 adhere to the mouth section, and a bottle with cap 100 sealed with the pertinent PP cap are described with reference to Fig. 3.

[0027] As shown in Fig. 3, the bottle with cap 100 of the present embodiment includes a bottle body 11 which is filled with a liquid such as a beverage and which is composed of aluminum or aluminum alloy, and a PP cap 10 (metal cap 1) which adheres to a mouth section 12 of the pertinent bottle body 11. With respect to this PP cap 10, the top plate section 2 is subjected to shoulder contraction treatment. This PP cap 10 adheres to the mouth section 12 of the bottle body 11 by forming a thread section 14 along the contour of a thread 13 in the upper cylinder section 5, and by forming a piher proof section 16 along the bottom of a protrusion 15 in the lower cylinder section 6.

[0028] The capping treatment of this PP cap 10 is conducted using a capping apparatus composed of a pressure block, screw roller, skirt roller, or the like. That is, an uneven section is formed at the shoulder of the metal cap 1 by pressing the top plate section 2 of the metal cap 1 that is covered by the mouth section 12 in the direction of the bottle bottom by a pressure block, and by conducting contraction treatment by pressure block in this state.

[0029] Furthermore, capping treatment is conducted by forming the thread section 14 by a screw roller in this state, and by winding the piher proof section 16 which is a skirt section around the protuberance 15 which is a coupler of the shoulder section 12. That is, the thread 13 and the protuberance 15 are formed at the mouth section 12 of the bottle body 11 to which the metal cap 1 adheres, and the metal cap 1 covered thereby is plastically deformed so as to conform to the shape of the thread 13, protuberance 15, and so on. By this means, the metal cap 1 adheres to the mouth section 12 as the PP cap 10, and seals the bottle body 11, whereby the bottle 100 is obtained.

[0030] As stated above, the liner 9 is inserted and disposed on the inner side of the top plate section 2 of the PP cap 10, and the opening of the bottle body 11 is sealed by the pertinent liner 9. The overlap measurement a in the radial direction from the outer rim of the sliding layer 9a of the liner 9 to the distal end of the upper protrusion 8a of the knurl slit 8 after capping is preferably set to within the range of 0.1-1.52 mm.

[0031] As described above, with the metal cap 1 of the present embodiment, as the distal end of the upper protrusion 8a of the knurl slit 8 which is a vent hole is positioned further inward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the liner 9 when the liner is inserted, and as it is positioned at the same position in the radial direction as the distal end of the lower protrusion 8b or further outward in the radial direction than the pertinent distal end, the periphery of the inserted liner 9 engages with the upper surface of the upper protrusion 8a during unsealing, whereby the liner 9 can be prevented from catching on the distal end that is the breaking portion, and falling off due to bending.

[0032] As the distal end of the upper protrusion 8a of the knurl slit 8 is positioned further outward in the radial direction than the lower protrusion 8b, the lower protrusion 8b can restrain the liner 9 from catching on the distal end of the upper protrusion 8a during insertion of the liner 9 by serving as a guide, and by blocking contact between the liner 9 and the distal end of the upper protrusion 8a.

[0033] Furthermore, as the distal end of the upper protrusion 8a is positioned further inward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the sliding layer 9a of the liner 9 when the liner is inserted, and as the distal end of the lower protrusion 8b is positioned further outward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the sealing layer 9b, it is possible to prevent contact between the sliding layer 9a of the liner 9 and the distal end of the upper protrusion 8a of the knurl slit 8 by the lower protrusion 8b during insertion, and to center position the metal mold M, which is inserted inward during mold forming of the sealing layer 9b after insertion, by the lower protrusion 8b.

[0034] As the distal end of the upper protrusion 8a is also bent downward to orient the distal end downward, the outer rim of the liner 9 that surpasses the lower protrusion 8b due to elasticity during insertion can be inhibited from contacting the distal end of the upper protrusion 8a, further inhibiting the liner from catching thereon. Accordingly, with the bottle with cap adopting the metal cap 1 of the present invention, it is possible to prevent the liner 9 from falling off during unsealing, and obtain a smooth gripping sensation.
EXAMPLES

[0035] Next, the metal cap and the bottle with cap of the present embodiment were actually fabricated, and evaluation was conducted with respect to slippage of the liner during unsealing.

[0036] <Evaluation 1> First, visual evaluation of unsealed metal caps was conducted when fabrication was conducted by varying the angle $\theta$ of the upper protrusion of the knurl slit between 0° and 87°. Based on the number of upper protrusions and lower protrusions (hereinafter called "hooks") with displaced liners and the number of bottles (hereinafter called "cans"), hook displacement frequency was investigated to make an assessment of acceptability.

[0037] The aforementioned hook displacement frequency was calculated by the following numerical formula: hook displacement frequency = (number of displaced hooks × number of cans) ÷ number of evaluated cans. For example, in the case where the number of evaluated cans is 30, and where two of the cans have two displaced hooks, three of the cans have three displaced hooks, and three of the cans have four displaced hooks, the calculation is conducted as follows.

\[
\text{Hook displacement frequency} = \frac{(2 \text{ hooks} \times 2 \text{ cans}) + (3 \text{ hooks} \times 3 \text{ cans}) + (4 \text{ hooks} \times 3 \text{ cans})}{30 \text{ evaluated cans}} = 0.83
\]

[0038] With respect to assessment of acceptability, in the case of a liner displacement frequency of 1.0 or higher, a rating of "X" was given to indicate a risk of liner slippage; in the case of a hook displacement frequency of 0.4 or higher but less than 1.0, a rating of "Δ" was given to indicate that there is a risk of a defective external appearance even though liner slippage does not occur; and in the case of a hook displacement frequency of less than 0.4, a rating of "O" is given to indicate that there is no problem with liner slippage. Otherwise, in this example, 100 cans were assessed under the respective conditions at a low temperature of 5°C. The results are shown in Table 1. With respect to the angle $\theta$, an average value was obtained by multiple measurements of hook cross-sections by X-ray.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angle (°)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>28</th>
<th>42</th>
<th>53</th>
<th>66</th>
<th>82</th>
<th>87</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hook displacement frequency</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptability assessment</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Molding defects (hook cracking)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acceptability assessment: $X = \text{risk of slippage exists (≥1.0)}$; $\Delta = \text{possibility of defective external appearance although slippage does not occur (0.4-1.0)}$; $O = \text{no problem (< 0.4)}$

[0039] As shown in Table 1, satisfactory results were obtained in acceptability assessment of hook displacement frequency when the angle $\theta$ of the upper protrusion of the knurl slit was in a range of 28-82°. At an angle $\theta$ of 87°, as hook cracking occurred, evaluation was not conducted for reason of molding defects.

[0040] <Evaluation 2> Next, hook displacement frequency was investigated in the same manner described above when the overlap measurement $a$ of the liner and the upper protrusion of the knurl slit was varied between -0.5 and 1.52 mm, and the results of acceptability assessment are shown in Table 2. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the case where the overlap measurement $a$ of the liner and the upper protrusion of the knurl slit is negative, i.e., a comparative example where the distal end of the upper protrusion 8a of the knurl slit 8 is positioned further outward in the radial direction than the outer rim of the liner 9. With respect to the overlap measurement $a$, an average value was obtained by conducting multiple measurements of hook cross-sections by X-ray.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overlap quantity (mm)</th>
<th>-0.5</th>
<th>-0.22</th>
<th>0.10</th>
<th>0.18</th>
<th>0.33</th>
<th>0.62</th>
<th>0.87</th>
<th>1.31</th>
<th>1.52</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hook displacement frequency</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptability assessment</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in Table 2, satisfactory results were obtained in acceptability assessment of hook displacement frequency with overlap measurements a from 0.10 mm to 1.52 mm.

The technical scope of the present invention is not limited to the aforementioned embodiment and examples, and various modifications are possible within a scope that does not depart from the scope of the claims. For example, although the present invention is well suited to a metal cap into which a liner of multilayer structure composed of at least a sliding layer and a sealing layer is inserted as described above, it may also be applied to a cap into which a single-layer liner is inserted.

**DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE NUMERALS**

1: metal cap, 2: top plate section, 3: cylindrical section, 7: knurl recess, 8: knurl slit (vent hole), 8a: upper protrusion, 8b: lower protrusion, 9: liner, 9a: sliding layer, 9b: sealing layer, 10: PP cap, 11: bottle body, 12: mouth section (mouth), 100: bottle (bottle with cap)

**Claims**

1. A metal cap (1) which comprises a top plate section (2) that is disposed above, and a cylindrical section (3) that substantially hangs down from a rim of said top plate section (2), and which seals a mouth (12) of a bottle (100) after a liner (9) has been inserted onto an inner surface of said top plate in a non-adhering state; wherein said cylindrical section (3) has vent holes (8) in the vicinity of said top plate section (2) which are formed with a slit-like opening in the circumferential direction, and which release internal pressure during unsealing, and upper protrusions (8a) and lower protrusions (8b) formed by bending an upper opening end and a lower opening end of the pertinent vent hole inward in the radial direction of said cylindrical section; wherein a distal end of said upper protrusion (8a) is positioned further inward in the radial direction than an outer rim of said liner (9) when said liner (9) is inserted; characterized in that the distal end of said upper protrusion (8a) is also positioned at the same position in the radial direction as a distal end of said lower protrusion (8b), or further outward in the radial direction than said distal end.

2. The metal cap according to claim 1, wherein said liner (9) comprises a sliding layer (9a) disposed on the inner surface side of said top plate section (2), and a sealing layer (9b) which is superimposed onto said sliding layer (9a) by mold forming after said insertion, and which is more flexible and has a smaller outer diameter than said sliding layer (9a); wherein the distal end of said upper protrusion (8a) is positioned further inward in the radial direction than the outer rim of said sliding layer (9a) of said liner (9), and the distal end of said lower protrusion (8b) is positioned further outward in the radial direction than the outer rim of said sealing layer (9b) when said liner (9) is inserted.

3. The metal cap according to claim 1, wherein the distal end of said upper protrusion (8a) is also bent downward to orient the surface of the distal end downward.

4. A bottle with cap (100), comprising a bottle body (11), and a metal cap (1) which covers the mouth (12) of said bottle body (11), wherein said metal cap (1) is metal cap (1) according to claim 1.

**Patentansprüche**

1. Metallkappe (1), mit einem oben angeordneten Oberplattenabschnitt (2), und einem zylindrischen Abschnitt (3), der im Wesentlichen von einem Rand des Oberplattenabschnitts (2) herunterhängt, und der eine Öffnung (12) einer Flasche (100) abdichtet, nachdem eine Dichtung (9) in eine Innenfläche der Oberplatte in einem nicht-haftenden Zustand eingesetzt worden ist; wobei der zylindrische Abschnitt (3) Lüftungsoffnungen (8) in der Umgebung des Oberplattenabschnitts (2) aufweist, die mit einer schlitzartigen Öffnung in der Umfangsrichtung ausgebildet sind, und die Innendruck während des Entsie-
gelns abgeben, und
oberen Vorsprüngen (8a) und unteren Vorsprüngen (8b), die durch Biegen eines oberen Öffnungsendes und eines unteren Öffnungsendes der entsprechenden Lüftungsoffnung nach innen in die radiale Richtung des zylindrischen Abschnitts, ausgebildet sind, wobei
ein distales Ende des oberen Vorsprungs (8a) weiter innen in der radialen Richtung als ein Außenrand der Dichtung (9) angeordnet ist, wenn die Dichtung (9) eingesetzt ist; dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das distale Ende des oberen Vorsprungs (8a) auch an der gleichen Position in der radialen Richtung wie ein distales Ende des unteren Vorsprungs (8b), oder weiter außerhalb in der radialen Richtung als dieses distale Ende, ange-
ordnet ist.

2. Metallkappe nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Dichtung (9) eine Gleitschicht (9a), die auf der Seite der Innenfläche des Oberplattenabschnitts (2) angeordnet ist, und
eine Abdichtschicht (9b), welche nach dem Einbringen durch Gießen auf der Gleitschicht (9a) aufgebracht wird, und die flexibler ist und einen kleineren Außendurchmesser besitzt als die Gleitschicht (9a), aufweist; wobei
das distale Ende des oberen Vorsprungs (8a) weiter innen in der radialen Richtung angeordnet ist, als der äußere Rand der Gleitschicht (9a) der Dichtung (9), und
das distale Ende des unteren Vorsprungs (8b) weiter außerhalb in der radialen Richtung angeordnet ist, als der äußere Rand der Abdichtschicht (9b), wenn die Dichtung (9) eingesetzt ist.

3. Metallkappe nach Anspruch 1, wobei das distale Ende des oberen Vorsprungs (8a) auch nach unten gebogen ist, um die Fläche des distalen Endes nach unten zu orientieren.

4. Flasche mit einem Deckel (100), aufweisend einen Flaschenkörper (11), und eine Metallkappe (1), welche die Öffnung (12) des Flaschenkörpers (11) abdeckt, wobei die Metallkappe (1) eine Metallkappe (1) nach Anspruch 1 ist.

Revendications

1. Bouchon métallique (1) qui comprend une section de plaque supérieure (2) qui est disposée au-dessus, et une section cylindrique (3) qui pend essentiellement à partir d’un rebord de ladite section de plaque supérieure (2), et qui scelle un goulot (12) d’une bouteille (100) après l’insertion d’un joint (9) sur une surface interne de ladite plaque supérieure dans un état non-adhérant ; où ladite section cylindrique (3) a des trous d’évent (8) à proximité de ladite section de plaque supérieure (2) qui sont formés avec une ouverture en forme de fente dans la direction circonférentielle, et qui libèrent une pression interne pendant le descellement, et des saillies supérieures (8a) et des saillies inférieures (8b) formées en pliant une extrémité d’ouverture supérieure et une extrémité d’ouverture inférieure du trou d’évent approprié vers l’intérieur dans la direction radiale de ladite section cylindrique ; où une extrémité distale de ladite saillie supérieure (8a) est positionnée davantage vers l’intérieur dans la direction radiale qu’un rebord externe dudit joint (9) lorsque ledit joint (9) est inséré ; caractérisé en ce que l’extrémité distale de ladite saillie supérieure (8a) est également positionnée à la même position dans la direction radiale qu’une extrémité distale de ladite saillie inférieure (8b), ou davantage vers l’extérieur dans la direction radiale que ladite extrémité distale.

2. Bouchon métallique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit joint (9) comprend une couche de glissement (9a) disposée sur le côté de surface interne de ladite section de plaque supérieure (2), et une couche d’étanchéité (9b) qui est superposée sur ladite couche de glissement (9a) par moulage après ladite insertion, et qui est plus flexible et a un diamètre externe plus petit que celui de ladite couche de glissement (9a) ; dans lequel l’extrémité distale de ladite saillie supérieure (8a) est positionnée davantage vers l’intérieur dans la direction radiale que le rebord externe de ladite couche de glissement (9a) dudit joint (9), et l’extrémité distale de ladite saillie inférieure (8b) est positionnée davantage vers l’extérieur dans la direction radiale que le rebord externe de ladite couche d’étanchéité (9b) lorsque ledit joint (9) est inséré.

3. Bouchon métallique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’extrémité distale de ladite saillie supérieure (8a) est également pliée vers le bas pour orienter la surface de l’extrémité distale vers le bas.

4. Bouteille (100) à bouchon, comprenant un corps de bouteille (11), et un bouchon métallique (1) qui recouvre le goulot (12) dudit corps de bouteille (11), où ledit bouchon métallique (1) est le bouchon métallique (1) selon la revendication 1.
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